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I have a program that I am trying to port from Matlab ver 6.0. Is there an easy way to try things out in the new ver 6.5, without
having to re-code, or would it be a lot of work? I had a couple of ideas that would help, but I'm not sure if they would help or
not: Make sure that the XP 32 bit version of Matlab 6.5 works properly on Win 7 (I do not think that it does). I downloaded the
XP 32-bit version ( and using the installer gave me the error "no library folder". I then tried downloading the Sideload_x86
version ( but the installer gives the error "installer interrupted". If possible I would like to install the new ver 6.5 on a new Win 7
and make sure that it works, before coding. The new ver 6.5 is a bit on the new side for me, but I think that I will adapt fairly
quickly. If I decide to just try out the new ver 6.5, I would like to know the version of visual c/c++ that comes with it. I have to
admit that I am a bit concerned about being able to easily transfer data between Matlab and Python; some other people have had
difficulty with this. I am wondering what the latest version of the Intel IDE for Matlab is, and whether it works with ver 6.5. I
have a program that I am trying to port from Matlab ver 6.0. Is there an easy way to try things out in the new ver 6.5, without
having to re-code, or would it be a lot of work? I had a couple of ideas that would help, but I'm not sure if they would help or
not: Make sure that the XP 32 bit version of Matlab 6.5 works properly on Win 7 (I do not think that it does). I downloaded the
XP 32-bit version ( and using the installer gave me the error "no library folder". I then tried downloading the Sideload_
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